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Executive Summary 
My name is Zhina Kamali and I am a third-year student at Virginia Commonwealth University majoring in 
marketing, minoring in economics, and receiving a certificate in product innovation through the VCU da 
Vinci Center. I have worked in health education as Marketing Coordinator at the VCU Wellness Resource 
Center, experiential marketing as a Production Intern at RedPeg Marketing, mentored students in the 
VCU Emerging Leaders Program, and even experienced science and engineering through my 
participation in the VASTS program at NASA Langley Research Center.  


Although political science is not something I ever thought I would get involved in, I enjoy trying 
new things and pushing myself outside of my comfort zone. I participated in the Sorensen 
Institute for Political Leadership’s College Leaders Program Class of 2013 and a year-and-a-
half later I learned about the Chip Woodrum Legislative Internship at the Virginia Coalition for 
Open Government. I thought back a frustrating experience during the Sorensen Senate 
simulation and decided that if VCOG was working to improve the current system in any way, 
then I wanted to be a part of that change. 


I went in with an open mind, ready to learn, and the internship completely exceeded my 
expectations. During session, this internship was my life. I rearranged classes, assignments, 
and social events, to get the most out of it. I walked through rain and snow to make sure I 
missed nothing. I am used to throwing myself completely into everything I do, but even I 
surprised myself. I wanted to see everything, hear everything, meet everyone. I felt like this was 
a whole new world that I had been missing out on.


To someone studying political science or something similar much of what went on may have 
seemed mundane, but to me it was all fascinating. I knew that the government is very different 
from the business world, but I never quite realized in what way. The words leadership, 
productivity, progress, and success took on completely new definitions, and the unique “office 
culture” at the General Assembly Building (GAB) was unlike anything I had experienced.  


In a typical office, despite the many different departments and personalities, there is generally a 
single goal: bring in business and increase revenue. At the GAB, however, not only are there 
people with varying agendas or goals working together, but those agendas or goals are often 
unclear, and often they conflict.


Working as an intern with an advocacy group meant that my goals and agendas, not to 
mention experience, was very different from an intern working for a legislator. For example, one 
day as I desperately ran back and forth between House and Senate committee meetings to 
make sure I was present for the bills I needed to follow, I ran into a classmate who was 
interning for a delegate. I briefly mentioned that I was feeling overwhelmed because I didn’t 
know the order of bills on the docket in that particular meeting, or which ones had already 
been heard. I was met with a blank stare. He did not understand why this was frustrating. His 
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solution was that I just go on legislative information system (LIS) later in the day when all the 
results had been posted. In his world, all he needed to know was whether or not his delegate’s 
bills had been advanced or killed, but in my world I needed to understand the discussion that 
had driven that outcome. This small-scale conversation between two interns helped illustrate 
the frustrations that VCOG has when trying to communicate with Delegates. 


As the Chip Woodrum Legislative Intern I had the privilege to experience Virginia politics 
through multiple lenses: lobbyists, delegates, legislative Services, and civilians. Each unique 
perspective taught me new things and exposed me to different processes. My well-rounded 
education of the General Assembly changed my perspective on government and got me even 
more interested in the legislative affairs side of business.


FOIA and Relevant Bills 
When citizens think about laws being written, they generally think of the big issues, like same-
sex marriage, marijuana, abortion or other topics that regularly make the news. However, it 
quickly became very clear that in reality of the the Virginia General Assembly that many of the 
bills being discussed actually propose only minor changes within existing law. Single lines and 
words are scratched out and replaced to slightly alter definitions and practices. Nonetheless, 
these “minor” details can sometimes have major consequences. 


The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) was passed in both the federal and many state 
governments in order to prevent any of these seemingly minor word and definition changes 
from hiding information from the general public. Even in my short time at the General 
Assembly, a single word took on more and more power the more I heard it: “Exempt”. The 
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“I could not have 
asked for a better 
internship 
experience. I am 
now trying to decide 
whether I would like 
to continue on the 
path of general 
business marketing, 
or if I should try my 
hand at legislative 
affairs.”



words exempt and exemption continuously cropped up in many House and Senate bills, 
threatening to change or limit access to public information. 


On the other hand, many delegates and senators presented bills to make sure processes 
became subject to FOIA, or that created stricter laws for FOIA violations. It was interesting to 
see that these bills, as well as the FOIA exemptions, were presented in a variety of committee 
and subcommittee meetings.


Below is a sampling of the bills I helped VCOG’s executive director, Megan Rhyne, track this 
session in the various committees and subcommittees:


	

Committee Bill No. and purpose Why VCOG tracked it

House Agriculture, Chesapeake, & 
Natural Resources

HB 1277: Del. Joseph Yost – 
Introduces a system for 
introducing introducing hemp 
farming and production in Virginia. 
(PASSED)

VCOG opposed a portion of this 
bill that will exempt records 
related to license applications to 
grow industrial hemp. 
Government license records are 
usually available, and should 
especially be so when introducing 
a new industry and licensing 
scheme.

House General Laws: FOIA 
Subcommittee

HB1646: Del. Brenda Pogge – 
Would have allowed a court to 
invalidate an action taken during 
meeting where certain FOIA 
meeting notice violations 
occurred. (DEFEATED BUT 
REFERRED TO FOIA COUNCIL 
FOR STUDY)

VCOG supported the bill because 
of the increased enforcement of 
FOIA violations.

House Courts of Justice 
Committee

HB2223: Del. Rick Morris – Would 
have made willful and knowing 
violations of FOIA a Class 1 
misdemeanor. (DEFEATED BUT 
REFERRED TO FOIA COUNCIL 
FOR STUDY) 

VCOG supported the bill because 
of the increased enforcement of 
FOIA violations.
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Open government at the GAB 

Following the progress of the bills VCOG was tracking proved was especially challenging in the 
beginning. It only got a bit better after I began to understand the process.


In the very beginning I could barely figure out when each of the bills were even on the day’s 
agenda, but after many mistakes and clicks around LIS, I eventually felt very confident in 
finding the exact agendas for the day. Unfortunately, this proved to only be half the battle. 


I am a student. This semester I was taking 15 credits, was an intern in the Emerging Leaders 
Program at VCU, and was interning with VCOG. I had set aside specific hours where I could 
come to the GAB, which meant that when meeting start times depended on when the daily 
floor sessions of the House or Senate ended, I couldn’t always be there right when a meeting 
started. I would make my way over after my classes with a list of bills to watch for and perhaps 
meet Ms. Rhyne at the GAB. This worked well when Ms. Rhyne was there because she had 
been present since the beginning of the meeting. But on the days I came to the GAB on my 
own I would frantically run around trying to figure out which meetings had started and which 
bills had been heard. Had I been a citizen coming to the GAB for the first time there is no way I 
would have been able to decipher this system and be productive in my efforts to observe my 
elected officials. 


Senate Rules Committee SB924: Sen. Jennifer Wexton – 
Would have prohibited legislators 
from being reimbursed for 
attending conferences where the 
materials are not open to the 
public. (DEFEATED)

VCOG supported because when 
a legislator is attending an event 
he or she is representing his or 
her constituents, and those 
constituents should have access 
to this information to ensure that 
their best interests are kept in 
mind. 

Senate General Laws SB1059: Sen. Mark Obenshain – 
Would have required the Attorney 
General to post online any 
contract the office enters into with 
outside counsel. (PASSED, BUT 
GOVERNOR VETOED)

VCOG supported this portion of 
the bill, though there were other 
provisions setting monetary limits 
on contracts that VCOG did not 
take a position on.

Committee Bill No. and purpose Why VCOG tracked it
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Memorable Meetings 
Different chamber, different culture: In the business world, “office culture” is a buzzword that 
gets thrown around frequently to define the type of people who work in a particular department 
or office. It dictates how those people interact with each other and how those outside of that 
culture perceive them. After attending multiple House and Senate meetings, it became clear 
that even in the GAB, there exist multiple differing cultures.


In my experience, House committee meetings were a little more formal than Senate meetings. 
That being said, each of the committee chairs ran his or her meeting a little differently. In the 
House, Del. Dave Albo stood out to me as a subcommittee chair who was a little more casual 
in the way he spoke in the ABC subcommittee meetings. There seemed to be more instances 
where formalities were abandoned in the Senate. For example, when one bill was presented in 
subcommittee, the chair asked for the vote by saying, “All in favor…all opposed….all who 
don’t care?” Though amusing, it was also a bit of a surprise. 


House floor session: My first House floor session was especially memorable. First, I had no 
idea that daily session begins with the introduction of visitors in the gallery. I found this to be a 
great marketing tool since it gave visitors a sense of pride and inclusivity, making them feel 
more connected to their delegate and possibly making them more likely remain an involved 
citizen. I experienced the feeling first hand when Del. Sam Rasoul rose to recognize me. (Del. 
Rasoul holds the seat once held by the internship’s namesake Chip Woodrum).


The meeting was also memorable because of how it contrasted to the Senate floor session. It 
struck me as interesting that the Senate can pass bills in a block, whereas the House does not. 
It seemed to me that having this power allowed the Senate to be more productive, so I 
wondered why the House didn’t have had that same power. 


ABC: One very interesting bill that I followed was HB1776, which will change the Alcoholic 
Beverage Commission from a government agency to a government authority. Some people 
complain about the inefficiencies of the ABC since it is a store run by the government, but as 
Del. Albo amusingly pointed out, “Having a monopoly is pretty cool.”


This bill stood out to me because I could clearly see the relevance. It was one of the few bills I 
could talk about with my friends where they would understand what I was saying and 
sometimes were genuinely interested. Browsing Facebook a few days later, I saw an article 
describing both the meeting and the bill. I’d seen articles about legislation in the past, but to 
have actually been there when the bill was being discussed made a huge impression on me.
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Varying Perspectives 
I believe there is more to every experience besides just the event itself. There are also 
emotions, motives and lessons learned. What is learned isn’t always the same as what was 
expected. Below is a summary of the different perspectives I was exposed to, broken down 
into the tasks I was given, how those tasks were carried out and what I learned.


Megan Rhyne 
More of my time at the GAB was spent with Ms. Rhyne than with anyone else.


Tasks


• Look through the calendar and corresponding agendas to find meetings where VCOG 
bills were being heard;


• Sit in on committee and subcommittee meetings to observe testimony on VCOG bills and 
others; and


• Update the status of bills on VCOG’s online bill chart.


What I also did


• Observed and listened;


• Asked a lot of questions; and


• Completely left my comfort zone, emerging stronger and more confident.


What I learned:The need for an open government may seem like an obvious thing to many 
people, but shadowing Ms. Rhyne showed me how much work there still is to be done. 
Between poor practices within meetings and the many FOIA exemptions within bills, there are 
so many instances where information is being kept from constituents. This lack of information 
can hinder involvement, support businesses rather than people, and sometimes even threaten 
the safety of citizens. These issues span across many different committees and 
subcommittees, making it very important to keep a vigilant eye on incoming bills each session. 
My time with Megan was also when I learned about the bulk of everyday terms and processes. 


Del. Monty Mason and Tristan MacDonald 
I spent two days shadowing Del. Mason (D-Williamsburg) and his legislative aide (LA), Tristan 
MacDonald.


Tasks: 


• Edit a letter to newly registered voters in the 93rd district;
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• Set up tour of the Capitol for group of 4th graders; and


• Compiled list of bills supported or opposed by major organizations. 

What I also did: 


• Supported Mr. MacDonald in his day-to-day duties as he supported Del. Mason, getting 
my first glimpse into how LA) interact with the legislators and with each other; and


• Met and worked with the office intern, discovering we had a mutual friend and learning 
what a small world Virginia state politics is.


What I learned: Every single thing matters, from the small tasks, to the people you meet. It 
really is a small world and we’re more connected than we think. It doesn’t matter if those 
connections are to other legislators, or to a group of 4th graders. Each one is important. 


Del. David Yancey and Gretchen Heal 
I spent three days shadowing Del. Yancey (R-Newport News) and his LA, Gretchen Heal.


Tasks: 


• Prepared constituent letters; and


• Organized honor roll letters


What I also did:


• Learned how to use a letter folding machine;


• Learned about networking from Del. Yancey at a reception given by Volkswagen; 


• Went along on a tour of the Capitol with students from Christopher Newport University; 
and 


• Learned that the office intern and I had a mutual friend. Small world, indeed.


What I learned: Similar to when I worked in Del. Mason’s office, I learned that interactions with 
constituents matter. I also was able to shadow both the delegate and the LA as they they 
traversed the GAB and caught a glimpse into not only how people interact with delegates, but 
also how the LAs interact with each other. I am hoping to continue working with Ms. Heal and 
Del. Yancey through the Aerospace Advisory Council.  


Maria Everett  
I spent one day in Maria Everett’s office. Ms. Everett is the staff attorney for the House General Laws 
Committee. She held that position when Chip Woodrum sat on that committee. She is also the director 
of the FOIA Council, an office championed by Woodrum.
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Tasks:


• Read bills 


What I also did: 


• Asked many, many questions;


• Toured the Division of Legislative Services (DLS) offices and met other committee 
staffers; and


• Gained a better understanding of the FOIA Council’s work.


What I learned: Everything looks very different from this lens. I didn’t spend as much with Ms. 
Everett, but I’m very glad I had the chance to meet and speak with her, especially near the end 
of session. Once I had a better grasp on what went on at the GAB, I could better understand 
her role within it.


She would joke that no one ever went to the DLS offices on the second floor and they were 
tucked away at the GAB. I felt that the second floor was fitting place for the office to be, as this 
department really holds up the entire building, both literally and figuratively.


Here I could see more similarities to the business world, where there weren’t as many games, 
and the goal was really to just get the work done. On one of Ms. Everett’s binders she placed a 
sticky note with a quote that really stuck with me. It said, “Politics: the game of non-athletes.” 
And when everyone else is playing this game, its nice to know that those in legislative services 
are trying to keep it as fair as possible. 


Transparency Virginia 
I began my experience as an intern with attending a press conference launching Transparency 
Virginia (TVa), a loosely formed coalition of non-profit organizations, including VCOG, that came 
together to track transparent practices at the General Assembly. The TVa members (all 
volunteers) kept track of three main issues during the session:


1. Meeting Notices: Providing adequate notice of meetings and bill dockets;


2. Consideration: Giving every bill an opportunity to be heard; and


3. Votes: Recording votes on the final disposition of bills.


I attended many of TVa’s weekly lunch meetings and heard about the members’ observations 
of the prior week’s committee and subcommittee meetings. I saw that even professionals 
found the practices at the GAB difficult to keep up with at times. At Ms. Rhyne’s urging, I wrote 
a blog post on my personal experience with a meeting where votes were not recorded. That 
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The Roanoke Times picked up the blog post and published it in its Feb. 16 op-ed page (See 
Appendix A)


I kept TVa’s areas of concern in mind throughout the session and often observed poor 
practices. The group prepared an end-of-session report and asked me to speak at a news 
conference, which also gave me a glimpse into how the media covers news at the GAB. (See 
Appendix B)


Final Thoughts 
On my last day of session I left feeling a little lost. I had had this amazing experience with 
amazing people and now I was supposed to just go back to my life of schoolwork. As always 
happens after a perspective altering experience, I found myself in something of an existential 
crisis. 


I am now trying to decide whether I would like to continue on the path of general business 
marketing, or if I should try my hand at legislative affairs. Now that I’ve had the opportunity to 
experience this world, it has become difficult for me to stay away. 


I could not have asked for a better internship experience. I want to give my sincerest thanks to 
the Virginia Coalition for Open Government, its board, Megan Rhyne, donors to the Chip 
Woodrum Internship and Mr. Woodrum’s family.


Thank you for this opportunity.
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Appendix A 

If a Delegate votes and no one counts it, does it make a sound? 
Op-Ed Published in The Roanoke Times, Feb. 16, 2015 

Each day I am at the General Assembly Building I think I have seen it all. And each day 
something new comes up that surprises me even more than the last.


About two weeks ago, I attended my first Privileges and Elections Committee meeting and 
witnessed a practice that completely baffled me. I got there early, and patiently waited for 
something interesting to happen. As with other committee meetings, the bills were presented 
and voted on. I very much appreciated that in the appropriations meeting room there was a 
television screen that showed exactly how each Delegate voted on each of the bills in real time. 
This was appreciated because there could be no hiding. Each Delegate had to take full 
responsibility for his or her vote.


I watched the red and green come and go on the screen attaching names to votes to action. 
Then something interesting happened breaking the routine. There was a motion to lay the bill 
on the table. I looked to the television screen in anticipation of if the motion would pass, but it 
was blank. Instead I heard Delegates say “Yea” and then a few practically yelling “Nay” and 
then the bill was killed.


I felt cheated. Maybe the screen had spoiled me, but I had been interested in seeing how many 
Delegates voted and in what way.


Then it happened again. This time I was sure I heard more Delegates say “Nay” than “Yea,” yet 
there was no way to tell for sure. And with that, the bill was killed. Are we at the GAB or at a 
concert where the band with the loudest crowd wins? This is our government, with bills that 
individuals put up to be heard with the expectation that they would be given an equal chance. 
In this case, it turns into a scenario where whoever put in the motion to table the bill has 
complete control over its outcome. Is that what our leadership has succumbed to? The idea 
that the loudest voice must be the leader is the philosophy that runs dysfunctional and 
unproductive high school student organizations and has no place in our government.


This is the first op-ed I’ve written, so I looked to some outside sources for guidance, and 
Google suggested that I include a solution to the problem. In this instance this struck me as 
comical, as if this is an elaborate problem with many factors hindering the change.


So after much careful thought and deliberation here is my solution: Let’s count these votes 
exactly the same way as we do when bills are being reported. Done.
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Appendix B 

TVa news conference, April 14, 2015


Hi, my name is Zhina Kamali, and I am a student at Virginia Commonwealth University. This 
session I interned with the Virginia Coalition for Open Government and had the opportunity to 
explore the General Assembly Building for the first time.


I am a marketing major, which means that much of this was very new to me.  I’ll be honest, I 
spent a lot of time at the GAB very confused, and some of the confusion came from my lack of 
experience, but over time it became very clear to me that it wasn’t all actually my fault. Some 
of it was due to a lack of transparency in many of these everyday processes. 


The most blatant example of this I came across on a Friday morning mid-session. In this 
particular meeting, the votes were being counted and shown on a tv screen. This was a 
pleasant surprise because I could see exactly how each Delegate was voting in real time. Then 
after a bit there came a not so pleasant surprise: there was a motion to table a bill and use of 
the TV screen was abandoned in favor of instead taking a voice count. Before I could decide 
whether the “Yays” or the “Nays” had been louder, the bill was killed. Then a few bills later this 
happened again, this time with many Delegates practically yelling “nay”. 


I wrote an op-ed about my experience, and the feedback I received was overwhelmingly 
supportive. Many others had also seen similar situations and wondered how it could be that 
votes were not being consistently counted. 


Many people like to say that my generation, the millennials, are lazy, apathetic, and self-
centered, but I disagree. Everyday I meet peers who are brilliant, passionate, and driven, and 
just want to be included in the dialogue. But when meetings are being moved at the last 
minute, bills aren’t heard, and processes aren’t consistent, it can become very difficult and 
overwhelming to become involved. A more open government can change this conversation 
and not only move us toward a stronger commonwealth, but also help us build stronger and 
more effective future leaders.   


I am very glad I had to opportunity to work with Transparency Virginia, and be a part of this 
change. 


Thank you. 
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